Configuring LinkedIn for a More Secure Professional Networking Experience

Things to Consider Before Using LinkedIn

LinkedIn is more than just a social networking site; it is a social networking site for professionals. LinkedIn is for the adult professional seeking to network with similarly situated adults, all of whom are building professional networks and developing business associations. LinkedIn is not Facebook, Twitter or Instagram. LinkedIn is not for staying in touch with family members, fraternity and sorority brothers and sisters, former roommates or childhood friends. If you are on LinkedIn, it is because you want to be identified as a professional and you want people to know about your professional background. If this is not the case, perhaps you don’t need a LinkedIn presence.

Configuring LinkedIn for maximum safety is challenging. Users must decide how to balance privacy, security and safety against the value of building a successful business network. Accordingly, the configurations in this Cybercrime Prevention Flyer are recommendations. Most of these recommendations will not apply if you are using the account as a representative of an organization.

Regardless of how effectively and completely you control LinkedIn settings, there is no way to completely hide yourself on LinkedIn. You can reduce your exposure but you cannot be invisible. (If hiding or being invisible is your goal, then you probably do not want or need a LinkedIn presence.) Unless you change the default settings on your public profile, it will be visible even to those who are not LinkedIn members and information will be indexed by search engines. As a general rule, do not put anything in your public profile you do not want the world to know. Do not put things like email addresses, telephone numbers or physical addresses anywhere but in fields labeled for that information.

Identity Verification

LinkedIn has varying levels of user identity authentication, none of which guarantee the LinkedIn member is the person their profile purports them to be. With the free basic membership, all that is required to join LinkedIn is a valid email address. LinkedIn verifies the email address by sending a verification email. When the recipient clicks an included link, the email address is verified. However, valid email addresses can be obtained from any of a number of free and
completely anonymous email providers. LinkedIn does offer paid memberships tailored to various needs and these require a credit or debit card against which LinkedIn charges membership fees. Nonetheless, untraceable gift cards are readily available and look and operate like credit cards.

So, in reality, anyone with an intention to deceive can, with minimal effort, obtain a LinkedIn membership. This is not to suggest that LinkedIn is riddled with impostors. Quite the contrary, LinkedIn has hundreds of millions of members, like you, using the site for legitimate purposes. Just be careful.

Making Connections
Making connections is how you build your professional network and your credibility. Connecting with you is how others build their networks and their credibility. If we are judged by the company we keep, then deciding to accept, decline, block or report a connection request is an important decision. Likewise, with whom we seek connection is equally important.

Since LinkedIn attracts professionals, people in positions of responsibility and trust, like you, its members may be more attractive targets for criminals. Therefore, you should consider the following:

- Do not include in your profile that you have a security clearance.
- Exercise appropriate skepticism when contacted by someone not known to you regardless of how credible their LinkedIn presence appears. Not everyone on the internet is who they say they are.
- Be cautious when considering a connection request from those you do not know.
- Be cautious when considering a connection request because the requestor's network includes people you know only tangentially.
- Seek and accept connections that add quality to your professional network and consider the ramifications of accepting connections that do not.
- Do not accept connection requests based entirely on the strength of the requestor's network. People sometimes build false networks and leverage their false credibility to more easily facilitate social engineering.

Accessing Your LinkedIn Profile Settings
LinkedIn profile settings are accessible along the command ribbon beneath your profile picture.

Privacy and Settings
To access Privacy and Settings, hover your mouse above your profile picture in the upper right of your LinkedIn home page. When the Accounts & Settings menu appears, click Manage.

Controlling Access to Your LinkedIn Account

Passwords
Passwords, secret elements of authentication, are on the front line of defense preventing people and automated tools (e.g., password crackers) from illegally accessing your online accounts. Therefore, your choice of password and the frequency with which you change it are important security considerations.

A password, however, need not be limited to a word. It can be a passphrase. A passphrase is a string of characters that form a phrase. An example might be, "The song remains the same" or "I'll see you on the dark side of the moon". Passphrases are generally easier to remember than complex passwords and are more likely to survive a dictionary attack than is a single word.

These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.
Changing passwords is a straightforward process. A good security practice is to change your password from time to time and is an absolute necessity if you believe your profile has been compromised.

Guidelines for passwords to avoid, especially if you are a public figure or in a situation where much of your personal information might be in the public domain, include:
- your name or any permutation of your name
- your user ID or any part of your user ID
- common names
- the name of any relative, child, or pet
- your telephone number, social security number, date of birth, or any combinations or permutations of those
- vehicle license plate numbers, makes, or models
- the school you attended
- work affiliation
- the word "password" or permutations including "password" prefixed or suffixed with numbers or symbols
- common words from dictionaries, including foreign languages
- common dictionary word permutations
- names or types of favorite objects
- all the same digits or all the same letters or letter sequences found on a keyboard

To change your password, from the Privacy and Settings menu,

1. Click the Account tab.
2. Click Basics.
3. Click Change password.
4. Enter your current password.
5. Enter your new, complex password or passphrase.
6. Reenter your new password.
7. Click Sign out of all sessions.
8. Click Save.

If you have inadvertently left yourself logged in to a LinkedIn session elsewhere, checking sign out of all sessions will ensure that all sessions are closed. Further attempts to open LinkedIn from any computer will require using the new password.
Two Step Verification

Two step verification is an effective means to prevent and identify attempted compromises of your LinkedIn account. Whenever you access your LinkedIn account from a browser that LinkedIn does not recognize, LinkedIn will hold continued access until an unlock code, sent to your mobile phone, is entered. Once the correct unlock code is entered, information that identifies your browser is stored on your computer in the form of a cookie. Afterward, attempts to access your LinkedIn account from that browser, or any authenticated browser for that matter, will require only a username and password. If the cookie is absent or incorrect, you will be challenged once again with a code sent to your mobile phone.

If your browser is set to refuse cookies or clear cache when exiting, it is best to leave these settings as they are and not use two-step verification.

If you, or anyone for that matter, try to login to your LinkedIn account from an unverified browser or if the cookies associated with an authorized browser are deleted, a verification code will be sent as a text message to the mobile phone of record and you will be required to enter that verification code before you will be allowed to access your account.

The defensive benefit of two-step verification is the text message you receive notifying you of access from a not yet authorized browser. If you receive a login notification and are not trying to log in, then someone unknown to you is trying to access your LinkedIn account.

More importantly, if the person trying to log in to your LinkedIn account has triggered the sending of a verification code then they have entered the correct password for your profile. If you believe this to be the case, you should immediately change your password, follow the steps in See Where You’re Signed In and, if you “recycle” passwords, meaning that you use the same password for other online sites, you should probably change those as well.

To activate Two Step Verification, from the Privacy and Settings menu,

1. Click the Privacy tab.
2. Click Security.
3. Click Two-step verification.

These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.
4. You will be required to add a mobile phone number to your account if you’ve not already done so.

If you have already associated a mobile number with your account, go to step 11.

5. Click Add a phone number.
6. Verify the Country is set correctly.
7. Enter the mobile telephone number to which you want verification messages sent.
8. Click Send code.

9. Check the mobile telephone for a text message from LinkedIn with the verification code. Enter that code and click Done.

10. If all went well, you’ll see a message showing the telephone number you just added to your account.

You’re not quite done implementing two-step verification!

These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.
11. Return to the **Privacy** tab and click **Security**.

12. Click **Two-step verification**.

13. Click **Turn on**.

14. Enter your password (not the verification code) and click **Done**.

15. The next box will verify that **two-step verification is turned on**.
Where You’re Signed In
This feature can be used to end any active LinkedIn session. This is more of a security audit tool than a security measure. It will not prevent the compromise of your account but it can tell you if unauthorized access to your account is occurring and may indicate a past compromise if that user did not properly log out. Where you’re signed in will also help you to identify LinkedIn sessions that you did not properly close.

A generally good security practice is to sign out of any internet activity that requires a login; signing out is a specific menu choice. Closing the browser or restarting the computer without properly logging out may leave open the connection to your LinkedIn session. Then, quite possibly, the next person to open LinkedIn from that computer would have complete access to your LinkedIn profile without being challenged for a password.

To check Where you’re signed in, from the Privacy and Settings menu,

1. Click the Account tab.
2. Click Basics.
3. Click Where you're signed in. Depending upon your screen size, you might have to scroll down a few lines.
4. Identify session locations that you want to terminate and click Sign out. If you find yourself with multiple active sessions you can terminate them all by clicking Sign out of all of these sessions.

These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.
5. Enter your password and click End session or End sessions.

6. Verify that the session you intended to end has been ended and there are no new sessions. New sessions could indicate an ongoing compromise.

Email Address Safety

Email addresses are reliable means to establish connections between individuals. LinkedIn uses email addresses extensively to do so. Even if you have not shared your email address book and none of your business associates have shared their email address book, LinkedIn proposes connections using other and often very effective linking mechanisms.

When selecting an email address to use for LinkedIn, try to separate your professional life from your personal life; avoid using work or official email addresses unless you are representing the organization involved. LinkedIn will use the email address you provide as the primary conduit through which communications flows. LinkedIn will also use your email address to reset your account in the event you are locked out.

Do not enter your email address anywhere other than in a field designated for email addresses. If you include your email anywhere other than in a field labeled specifically for email, it could be indexed by search engines and locatable by anyone on the internet. Also, exposing your email address to the world makes you an easy and attractive target for spam, phishing, spear-phishing, whaling and other types of internet fraud.

The email addresses you use with LinkedIn will be visible to your 1st degree connections. Therefore, be selective when deciding to accept or reject a connection request. See Accepting Connection Requests for more details.
Maintaining Your Email Addresses
LinkedIn requires that at least one email address be associated with each account and LinkedIn prevents any email address being associated with more than one LinkedIn account. LinkedIn allows you to have multiple email addresses associated with your account, but you will be required to designate one as primary.

Linking multiple email addresses to your LinkedIn account is a good idea. It allows you multiple avenues of account recovery if you lose access to your primary email account. This could happen if you use a work email address and change jobs or if your employer changes email access policies. It could also happen if your email address is from your ISP and you change ISP without first updating your LinkedIn account.

You can delete any associated email address except your primary email address. In order to delete your primary address, you must first add and then designate as primary a new email address. Whenever you add a new email address, LinkedIn sends a verification email to it. The final connection to your profile happens when you confirm the email address by clicking the emailed link.

To add, change or delete an associated email address, from the Privacy and Settings menu,

1. Click Account.
2. Click Basics.
3. Click Email addresses.
4. Enter the new address and click Send verification.
5. Check the new email’s inbox for a LinkedIn email and follow the instructions there to activate the new email address.

These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.
Sharing Your Address Books
Automatically adding contacts from your email address books is one way LinkedIn helps you build your network. Superficially, quickly building your network by sharing your address book seems to be a good thing. After all, that’s why you are on LinkedIn. However, in order to add contacts from your email address books, you will be required to provide LinkedIn with the password to your email account.

As trustworthy as LinkedIn is, providing anyone with any of your passwords is contrary to just about every recommended computer security practice. And, allowing a third party site to access a work email address book may violate company policies and perhaps even employment agreements.

Before allowing a third party site, like LinkedIn, access to your address books, ask yourself if you would appreciate someone exposing your name and email address to a site you did not choose. Moreover, consider whether or not you want to be professionally associated with everyone in your address book.

As you use LinkedIn, you will be presented with many opportunities to expand your network. Some opportunities will appear with names and brief biographies of people LinkedIn believes you are associated with. The notices allow easy one-click ways to make connections. Most will be people you know – on some level. (LinkedIn’s matching algorithms are very effective – it is their stock-in-trade.) Some people you will not know. But knowing someone and connecting with them in a professional sense are different things. Choose wisely before you accept just anybody’s connection request. (See Managing Connections.)

Profile Settings
Your profile says everything about you. It is your LinkedIn presence. Take care with what you post and remember that first impressions are everything.

Controlling Who Can See Your Connections
If you have properly managed your connections (you will find more information about managing connections in the Managing Connections section), then your list of connections says an awfully lot about who you are. That list also contains information that can be exploited by someone with a mind to do so. By default, 1st and 2nd level connections can see your entire connections list.
Restricting access to your list of connections is a good practice! Be mindful, however, that even at the most restrictive setting your 1st degree connections will always be able to see mutual connections.

To change **Who can see your connections**, from the **Privacy and Settings** menu,

1. Click the **Privacy** tab.
2. Click **Profile privacy**.
3. Click **Who can see your connections**.
4. If **Only you** is your current setting you need do nothing more.
   Otherwise,
5. Click the **Down arrow**.
6. Click **Only you**. If a small green checkmark labelled **Saved** appears then the change has been recorded.

**Limit Public Access to Your Profile**

When you restrict access to your LinkedIn profile to only logged in LinkedIn members, you not only reduce your identity theft vulnerability you also prevent it being indexed by search engines.

The most restrictive setting is **Make my public profile visible to no one**. With this setting, your profile will still be visible to logged in LinkedIn members: Your profile will not be available to nonmembers, members not logged in and search engines such as Google, Yahoo, Bing, etc.

When deciding upon a setting, consider why you are on LinkedIn. Perhaps you do want people to locate your profile using an internet search site. Perhaps you do not. Perhaps you want your profile to be viewable to people who are not LinkedIn members. Perhaps you do not.

Generally speaking, a recruiter or company seeking candidates would not browse anonymously or without having logged in to LinkedIn. A recruiter would not rely on internet search engines to identify suitable candidates. Therefore, **make my public profile visible to no one** is probably a good choice.
To limit who has access to your public profile, from the Privacy and Settings menu,

1. Click the Privacy tab.
2. Click Profile privacy.
3. Click Edit your public profile.
4. In Customize Your Public Profile, select the setting you feel most comfortable with.

* Information already indexed by search engines will persist for an unknown period of time!
Controlling What Others See When You View Their Profile
Consider how much information you want others to know about you when you view their profile or when you view their company profile. Less is probably better. If you are viewing profiles and want the profile owner to know that you are, then sending a LinkedIn InMail message is probably more effective.

Regardless of this setting, your full name and profile image will be visible whenever you browse the profile of one of your 1st level connections.

If you choose **Private profile characteristics**, when you browse a connection other than one of your 1st level connections, the only information they will be able to see is your job title, company name (if you listed it) and the industry of your employment. If you have a profile image, that will be replaced by a generic outline of a person. Your name will not appear.

If you choose **Anonymous LinkedIn Member** and browse someone else’s profile, that profile owner won’t know. The downside? If you have a basic (free) account and choose to browse anonymously, you will be unable to see the list of members that have viewed your profile.

When deciding between **Private profile characteristics** and **Private mode**, consider why you are using LinkedIn and how publicly available you want your information and activities to be.

To change how others see your profile when you browse their profiles, from the **Privacy and Settings** menu,
1. Click the Privacy tab.
2. Click Profile privacy.
3. Click Profile viewing options.
4. At a minimum, change the setting to **Private profile characteristics**.
Managing Connections

Removing a Connection, and Blocking or Reporting a LinkedIn Member
You can remove an existing connection, selectively block any LinkedIn member from viewing your profile or you can report any LinkedIn member for a number of different inappropriate behaviors. If you remove, block or report a user, LinkedIn will not notify that member. If you are connected and block or report that individual then that connection will be removed. If either has endorsed the other, then those endorsements will be deleted and neither will be able to view the other’s profile or exchange LinkedIn messages.

Be aware, you cannot block anyone from information you have on your public profile or from information you have posted in open groups. Nor can you block a member from commenting on any post you have made in a public discussion group. Mutual connections can share your information with members whom you have blocked.

To manage your connections,

1. Click **Connections** in the command ribbon across the top of your profile.
2. Scroll down and click on the profile name of the person you want to block.
3. Click on the down arrow to the right of **Send a message**.
4. Click **Remove connection** or **Block or report** depending upon your purpose.

If you want to remove the connection then,
1. Click **Remove**.
If you want to **Block** the connection,
1. Click the box opposite **Block**.
2. Click **Continue**.

3. Read LinkedIn’s explanation of the changes you are about to make. If you agree, click **Agree**.

If you want to **Report** the connection,
1. Click the box opposite **Report**.
2. Click **Continue**.

These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.
3. In the drop-down menu, select your reason for reporting this connection.

4. Unless your reason for reporting this connection is blatantly obvious, include details about why you are reporting this connection.

5. Click **Continue**.
Requesting a Connection
Finding connections is easy because LinkedIn employs multiple means to locate people and, often without effort on your part, suggests connections. This is important to know because it shows how easily others, including untrustworthy individuals, with only minimal information can target people with specific backgrounds, like you.

As mentioned earlier, sharing your address book is generally not a good idea. Unless you feel you fully understand the potential for unpleasant outcomes, do not share any of your address books.

LinkedIn presents opportunities like these to connect with your associates.

LinkedIn name searches are simple and straightforward and filters present the most relevant results. Exact name searching is not required.
These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.

For a more specific search, or if you want to search for someone with a special or unique background, the **Advanced** search feature can be very effective. Likewise, if a criminal is looking for someone with your unique background, perhaps to exploit or to steal an identity, **Advanced** search is equally effective.

You can access **Advanced** search by clicking **Advanced** to the right of the **Search for people, jobs, companies, and more...**

LinkedIn **Advanced People Search** is quite effective. This unlikely search for fisherman found 58 LinkedIn members in the Washington, DC Metro area. Visible is the additional search capabilities available to someone with a paid membership.

**Accepting Connection Requests**

When someone attempts to connect with you, a small number (indicating the number of pending connection requests) appears above the person icon to the left of your LinkedIn profile image.

To accept or reject the connect request,

1. Hover your mouse over the person icon. A list of pending connection requests will appear.
2. Hover your mouse over the name of the person whose connection request you want to accept or reject and two symbols appear. 

3. Click the X to reject the connection request or click the check mark to accept the connection request.

If you want to block or report the person requesting the connection, there is a means to easily do that.
1. Hover your mouse over the person icon next to your LinkedIn profile image.
2. Click the name of the person whose connection request you want to block or report. This will take you to the person’s profile page.
3. Click block or report.
4. Follow the instructions in Removing a Connection, and Blocking or Reporting a LinkedIn Member.

Endorsements and Recommendations

Endorsements recognize an individual’s skills and abilities, are generalized in nature, and require very little interaction to create. Recommendations, the digital equivalent of a Letter of Recommendation, are more specific and require that the recommender write particulars. Both are visible to connections and the public if you have not secured your profile. (See Limit Public Access to Your Profile).

If you have been endorsed for knowledge, skills and abilities that you do not have or if you no longer want an endorsement from a specific individual or for a specific skill, you can delete the endorsement. Your endorser will not be notified of your decision to delete the endorsement. You can also delete endorsements you have mistakenly given to others. Be careful about accepting recommendations. You cannot delete a recommendation. You can only hide it from your profile.

Removing Endorsements from Your Profile

If someone has endorsed you for a skill you do not have or for a skill you do have but would prefer not to broadcast, you can delete that entire skill category.

1. In the command ribbon, click Profile.

2. Click Edit Profile.
3. Scroll down your profile until you see the **Skills and Endorsements** dialog. Opposite each of the skills are profile images of the LinkedIn members that have endorsed you for that skill.

4. Click any of the listed skills to open a second dialog box.

5. Click the X by the skill you want to delete.

6. Click **Save**.

---

**Deleting an Individual's Endorsement of You**

If you find that you have been endorsed by someone and no longer want that endorsement, you can delete that connection’s endorsement without deleting the entire skill category.

Deleting a connection’s endorsement for a specific skill does not delete all endorsements from that person. If you feel you need to delete multiple endorsements from a connection, then perhaps it is time to reevaluate the relationship you have with that LinkedIn connection. Deleting a connection also deletes any endorsements they might have given you.

1. From the **Edit Profile** page, scroll down your profile until you see the **Skills and Endorsements** dialog. Opposite each of the skills are profile images of the LinkedIn members that have endorsed you for that skill.

2. Click **Manage Endorsements** at the top of the dialog.

3. Click on the specific category that the individual has endorsed you for.

4. Click the check box opposite the name of the person whose endorsement you want to remove.

5. Click **Save**.

---

*These LinkedIn configuration recommendations are based upon best information available at the time of publication. They are not a guarantee of social networking safety. LinkedIn may have instituted configuration changes since publication. Users must exercise caution whenever interacting with social media.*
Removing Endorsement You Have Mistakenly Made
If you find that you have endorsed someone for a skill they do not have or for a skill you no longer want to endorse them for, you can delete that endorsement. Your connection is not notified that you have deleted the endorsement.

1. Navigate to that person’s LinkedIn profile page and scroll down to the Skills area. Usually, it is in the Background section below Work Experience.

2. Hover your mouse over the “+” sign to the right of the skill you want to delete. The “+” will change to “-”.

3. Click “-”.

4. The “-” will disappear and be replaced by a grayed out “+”. The skill label may remain but your endorsement for that skill will be gone from their profile.
Hiding Recommendations on Your Profile
Recommendations appear in your profile near **Skills and Endorsements** and are accessed by editing your profile.

You cannot delete a recommendation once you have accepted it to your profile. You can only hide it from view.

To hide an endorsement:

1. In the command ribbon, click **Profile**.

2. Click **Edit Profile**.

3. Scroll down to the **Recommendations** section.

4. Hover your mouse over the upper right corner of the recommendation and click **Manage**.

5. Click on the small box to the left of the profile image. (A small check in the box indicates the recommendation will be hidden from your profile.)

6. There is no specific button to confirm this change. Simply navigate away from this page.
Downloading an Archive of Your LinkedIn Activity
You might find yourself in a situation where you’d like to review all of your LinkedIn activity. Fortunately, there is a means by which you can accomplish this without scrolling through innumerable LinkedIn pages. You can download to your local computer an archive of your information and activity.

Actually, you’ll download two archives. The first will be available within a few minutes of submitting the request. It will hold limited information: messages, connections and contacts. That download will be rather small. Within 24 hours a second archive will be available for download. This archive will be much larger and more in-depth.

DO NOT download an archive of your LinkedIn data to any computer that you do not have total ownership of. Do not download an archive to a borrowed computer, a public computer like those you might use at a library, community center or school, or your work computer.

To download an archive of your LinkedIn activity, from the Privacy and Settings menu,
1. Click the Account tab.
2. Click Basics.
3. Click Getting an archive of your data. (You might be asked to reenter your password.)
4. Click Request archive.

This message let’s you know your LinkedIn activity is being collected and assembled and will be ready for download soon.
5. Periodically check the inbox of the email address associated with your LinkedIn account. Look for a message indicating your first data download is available.
6. Return to LinkedIn.
7. Click Download.

The first installment of your data is ready!
Here's just the first part of the information we have archived for you, including things like your messages, connections, and imported contacts. You can download it from the link on the right.
Within 24 hours, you'll get an email with a link where you can download the second part of your archive. It will include your activity and account history from who invited you during the last time you logged in. Want to see the full list of what's included? Just visit our Help Center.

Remember. Your LinkedIn archive is actually two files. The first file is available very quickly. It’s the file you just downloaded. Data for the second, more extensive file is still being collected.

The second part of the archive of your data is ready!
You can download it from the link on the right anytime over the next three days. For security reasons, you shouldn't share the link, and you should only download it to your own computer. Want more info? Just visit our Help Center.

1. Periodically check your inbox for a message telling you your second archive file is available.
2. Return to LinkedIn.
3. Click Download.
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